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There are a number of convenient features that make the plug-ins even more versatile and flexible. The bundled version includes all the original units used in the modeling process, which makes these plug-ins
easy to install. Kuassa Efektor DL3606 is 100% legal, fully customizable. The thing that matters is how it sounds. Kuassa Efektor is designed to provide you an authentic coloration and tone, while retaining the

transparent characteristics of the original valve units. Using state-of-art modeling techniques, without the use of any calibration, distortion and EQ pedals used to predetermine the values of the gain and LQ. Still
have the durability of metal valves, for true vintage guitarists to experience. OVERVIEW Designed to render a sound that resembles a vintage guitar, but with modern effects. The Efektor is an extension of

Kuassa's Art Collection. All the features of the Art Collection were taken into consideration and developed into the Efektor. Featuring in-depth control over the overdrive, distortion, and harmony while offering
warmth and fatness in chorus and delay. OVERVIEW Kuassas new offline auditioning version of their Efektor DSP plugin, this time around is an offline version of Efektor plugin. It is able to simulate any coveted
guitar effect, from a delay to reverb pedals in a swappable parameter-map. The plugin is dedicated to guitarists who demand top-notch authenticity of their sounds, with its powerful attack, release, and tone
shaping capabilities. Efektor's unique tube emulation presets includes over 50 preset signal paths for each delay effect, which includes the main switch, battery and the effect section. On the other hand, each
device is also equipped with solid state emulation presets which covers the details of the circuit design on the circuit board. Furthermore, we also include a huge library of signal paths that were impossible or

highly improbable for a circuit designer to design, which enables a user to create the perfect sound even if they are entirely new to making emulated pedals and the initial set up is totally and critically
unachievable.
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The Efektor CH3607 plugin from Kuassa is
similar to the previous one, but it has 2 effects

loops, a dual channel compressor and a
vocalizer section. The vocalizer section takes
in account the different harmonics present on
the vocal tracks of your virtual drum sounds,

allowing you to push the chorus sound to
interesting limits. The Efektor CH3607 allows
you to know what kind of sound you are going
to get before you start recording your drum
parts. And that’s a really nice thing to have.
While the Efektor CH3306 from Kuassa has

fewer options compared to the previous
products, they are enough for you to create

some diverse sounds. As in the previous
products, you have a dual effects loop. On the
chorus side, you can choose from 7 different
types of sounds to experiment. The last but
not least was the TP3604, which is the latest

model from Kuassa. The entire range of reverb
and chorus effects is covered by this unit. Like
the previous one, the user will be able to enjoy
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it as an analog projector and a multichannel
compressor. Another functionality is the ability

to control the evenness of the environment.
The more you turn it on, the bigger the bass
will sound in each virtual space. Its a great

device, with a wide range of reverb and
chorus effects. As for the price, it is similar to

the Reverb3604, and is still $25. The
difference with it is that you are able to

reduce the amount of the opening to $20 for a
year. If you are interested in the reverb plugin

from Kuassa, you can choose among the
following options: Reverb3604 $25 TP3604
KUASSAS Efektor (with patch) $25KUASSAS
Efektor 1.0.0 (with patch) $25 5ec8ef588b
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